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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
While the library literature had some studies
devoted to book selection in academic and public libraries,
there were very few studies which had been devoted to
book selection in public school libraries.

Firstly, very

little research seemed available on factors which influence selection.

For example, was the publisher's

reputation a more critical factor in selection than was
the author's reputation?

Was a favorable book review a

more critical factor in selection than was a faculty
recommendation?

Was there one selection factor which

seemed more important than any other one in influencing
selection decisions?
Secondly, studies devoted to the effect of publishers'
and wholesalers' catalogs and flyers on school librarians'
decisions to purchase books were unavailable.

These

materials arrive in considerable quantity almost daily to
librarians.

To what extent were these materials effective

in influencing purchasing decisions?

What about
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bibliographic listings such as Books in Print and Cumulative Book Index?

To what extent did these bibliographic

listings influence selection decisions?
Thirdly, very little research seemed available on
who actually made the selection decisions in the public
school library.

Did school librarians base their

decisions primarily on faculty recommendations or did
school librarians consider faculty recommendations in
the selection process and then act as the final authority
for making purchasing decisions?
Fourthly, very little research seemed available
on the sources from which school librarians purchased
books.

For example, from among the several sources

available from which books may be purchased such as
wholesalers, publishers, and bookstores, which one
source was the most frequently used and which one
source was the least frequently used?
Fifthly, studies devoted to school librarians'
participation in blanket order and approval plans seemed
unavailable.

The research indicated that these purchasing

plans were widely used in academic and public libraries
and the trend seemed to be a growing reliance on these
plans.

To what extent were these plans used in school

libraries?
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Sixthly, very little research seemed available on
which reviewing media or journals school librarians used
in assisting them with making selection decisions.

Were

there certain titles used more frequently than others
in the selection process?

Was there one title in parti-

cular most often cited as being used in the selection
process?
Many of the foregoing questions pertaining to book
selection among public school librarians have not been
adequately answered in the studies reviewed.

As was

pointed out, some of the questions on book selection have
been answered in studies conducted among academic and
public librarians, but very few of these questions have
been answered by studies conducted among public school
librarians.

Therefore, a study on book selection among

public school librarians seemed justified.
Statement of the Problem
Because there has been very little research conducted on book selection in public school libraries in
general and none on Iowa public school libraries in
particular, this study was conducted to determine those

4

significant factors and practices influencing book
selection, to determine those sources from which books
~

were purchased, and to determine those reviewing media
sources used in book selection by selected Iowa public
school librarians.
Hypotheses
1.

When the ratings for book selection factors

have been tabulated by school librarians from all
building levels, favorable book reviews and faculty
recommendations will be rated very important by at least
60% of those responding.

When the ratings for book

selection factors have been tabulated by individual
building levels, favorable book reviews and faculty
recommendations will be rated very important by 60% of
each of those respondents within the elementary, junior
high, and senior high school levels.
2.

When the ratings for book selection factors

have been tabulated by school librarians from all building
levels, favorable book reviews will be rated as the most
important one in influencing selection decisions by at
least 50% of those responding.

When the ratings for

book selection factors have been tabulated by individual
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building levels, favorable book reviews will be rated
as the most important one in influencing selection
decisions by at least 50% of each of those respondents
within the elementary, junior high, and senior high
school levels.

J.

When the responses from school librarians

by all building levels have been tabulated showing their
sources for book purchasing, the data will show that
for at least three-fourths of the respondents, 70% of
all their book purchasing was done through wholesalers.
When the responses from school librarians on the
elementary, junior high, and senior high school levels
have been tabulated showing each of their sources for
book purchasing, the data will show that at least threefourths of them within each level purchased 70% of their
books through wholesalers.
Assumptions
It was assumed that respondents completing the
book selection questionnaire (1) would be able to supply
information based on their actual book selection experiences; (2) would be able to supply information based
on their available records when the questionnaire called
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for percentages of spending from various purchasing
sources; and (2) would be able to supply at least three
reviewing journal titles that they ranked high in
assisting them with book selection decisions.
Limitations of the Study
The sizes of the various school attendance centers
and their budgets were not considered in this study.

The

location of the attendance centers in terms of a rural
or urban setting were also not considered.

The pro-

fessional competence of the respondents completing the
questionnaire was not considered in determining the
sampling, but each of the respondents in the sampling
had a position with and was employed by the school
attendance center as a librarian.
List of Abbreviations
AAP--Association of American Publishers
ALA--American Library Association
Definition of Terms
Jobber--This term will be used in the same context
as that of the wholesaler.
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Wholesaler--This term will be used to designate
a company which buys new books in quantities from
publishers, enabling him to·carry a representative stock
;I
of books on his shelves at all times, to sell to libraries, schools, and retail dealers, usually at a price
lower than retail as set by the publisher
Blanket Order Plan--A blanket order arrangement
usually means that instead of the libraries ordering
books title by title, the book-supplying agent sends
automatically books meeting the book-collecting profile
of the library.

With this type of blanket order arrange-

ment, the library must accept whatever book the supplier
sends if it meets the library's stated specifications. 1
Approval Order Plan--The approval plan arrangement
is essentially a new version of the blanket order plan.
A book-supplying agent sends automatically books meeting

the book-collecting profile of the library.

However, the

participating library has the right to return to the booksupplier titles that upon inspection are found to be
outside the interest of the library. 2
1 G.A. Kosa, "Book Selection Trends in American
Libraries," Australian Library Journal, 21 (November,
1972) , 418-1+19.

2 rbid. , p. 421.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

A joint study by the AAP/ALA (see List of
Abbreviations, page 6) in 1974 was conducted to determine what book purchasing factors influenced librarians'
decisions to buy books and the importance of various
factors in making book selection decisions.

In this

study 276 questionnaires were sent to five types of
libraries in all regions of the United States.

Included

were the 96 members of the Association of Research
Libraries, 50 medium-sized college and university libraries, 50 community college libraries, 55 public and
state libraries, and 25 special libraries.
questionnaires sent, 212--or 77%--responded.

Out of 276
The results

were as follows:
Librarians surveyed were asked to designate the
factors which influence their final decision to
buy, and to rank them in order of importance.
Considered 'very important' were favorable reviews;
faculty recommendations; and the author's reputation. Factors deemed 'important' were: the
title would fill a gap in the library's collection;
the book was considered an important new work in
its field; the title appeared on a recommended
book list or was of high literary quality; and
the publisher's reputation. Sales visits,
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exhibits, and bargain prices were rated
'unimportant'. The one factor rated the most
important out of the list was favorable reviews. 1
The joint AAP/ALA study asked librarians to rate the
effectiveness of publishers' and wholesalers' catalogs
and flyers; and they were also asked to rate the effectiveness of bibliographic listings such as Books in Print and
Cumulative Book Index as methods to call their attention
to new books.

According to the AAP/ALA study:

Responding librarians rated publishers' and
wholesalers' catalogs and flyers to be of only
average effectiveness in bringi~g books to the
attention of library selectors.
On the other
hand, a significant way to bring books to the
attention of selectors is bibliographic listings
such as Books in Prinj)and Cumulative Book Index.3
'¼r..,.

When librarians were asked if they had the final
authority for making book selection decisions, the joint

AAP/ALA study reported:
While it is true that in all of the academic
institutions faculty requests play an important
part in stimulating selection procedures, it is
a member of the professional staff who has the
1 sandra K. Paul and Carol A. Nemeyer, "Book

Marketing and Selection: Selected Findings from the
Current AAP/ALA Study," Publisher's Weekly, 207 (June

16, 1975), 44.
2

Ibid., p. 4J.

)Ibid., pp. 44.
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final authority for selection decisions.
While job titles differ by type of library,
three main groups have the final decision:
librarians; heads of liflrary departments; and
acquisition librarians.
A study by Chitwood for an institute conducted by

the University of Illinois Graduate School of Library
Science in 1962 confirmed the finding reported in the
preceding study that it is a member of the professional
staff who has the final authority for making book selection
decisions.

Chitwood sent requests to 511 libraries to

determine book selection procedures in their institutions.
Of these, JOO were medium-sized and larger public libraries
serving populations of 50,000 or more.

The remaining were

college and university libraries having materials budgets
of $20,000 or more.

Replies were received from 270

institutions, or almost 53% of the total to which requests
were sent.

In academic institutions (college and

university libraries) he observed:
There appears to be a growing trend for even the
smallest academic institutions to develop an
acquisitions unit with the authority to coordinate
the requisitioning of materials and it is this
unit which actually selects materials and is
responsible for the development of the collection. 5
4 Ibid., p. 4J.
5Jack Chitwood, "The Mechanics of Book Selection,"
Selection and Acquisition Procedures in Medium-Sized
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Among public library institutions in the children's
and young adult departments he observed:

"Librarians

actually working with these age groups do the selecting. 116
The AAP/ALA joint study cited earlier revealed the
following about sources for book purchasing:
Almost one-third of the responding libraries
purchase over 75% of their titles through
wholesalers, and over 40% purchase 50% to
75% of their books through wholesalers. Over
half of the respondents purchase less tha~
25% of heir titles from publishers and bookstores.

7

A study conducted by Bennett tended to confirm
the preference for ordering from wholesalers as indicated in the foregoing study.

In an attempt to discover

existing patterns of buying, Bennett mailed questionnaires
to 31 public libraries and 64 college or university libraries.

Both small and large libraries were included on

the mailing list, and care was exercised to include all
regions of the United States in the sample.

Librarians

were asked to estimate or to discover by close analysis,
what proportion of their orders for books-in-print were
and Larger Libraries, A Paper Presented at an Institute
Conducted by the University of Illinois Graduate School
of Library Science (Champaign, Ill.: Allerton Park
Institute Publications, No. 9, 1963), p. 14.

6

1bid., p. 15.

7Paul and Nemeyer,

.Q.E•

cit., p. 44.
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placed directly with publishers, with jobbers, or with
local bookstores.

His study revealed:

64 percent of the libraries purchased more
than 65 percent of their books from wholesalers;
9 percent of the libraries purchased more than
65 percent from publishers; and 6 percent of the
libraries sent their orders to local bookstores.
The remaining 21 percent of the libraries used both
publishers and wholesalers, dividing 35 to 65 percent
to each.~
In addition to the preceding data on purchasing
sources, Bennett offered the following generalizations
regarding purchasing preferences by type of library:
Assuming that the respondent libraries comprise
a representative sample of libraries in the
U.S., it can be asserted (1) that both public
and academic libraries tend to place the majority
of their current book orders with jobbers, (2)
that academic libraries place more orders directly
with publishers than do public libraries, and (3)
that neither public nor academic libraries purchase
many books from local bookstores.9
A later study conducted by Hensel and Veillette

tended to confirm the generally low preference for
ordering books from publishers as compared to ordering
books from wholesalers.

Their study was undertaken

for the ALA in cooperation with the National League of
8Fleming Bennett, "The Current Bookmarket,"
Library Trends, 3 (April, 1955), 380.
91bid. , p. 381.
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Cities under a grant from the Council on Library
Resources.

In their study they attempted through

questionnaires, visits, and interviews to characterize
some of the library-vendor relations by examining the book
purchasing routines of publicly supported state, public,
and school libraries.

In December, 1966 they sent copies

of a questionnaire to 49 state librarians, 815 to
public libraries, and 761 to school librarians.

Their

questionnaire was also mailed to 78 state school supervisors and to 56 directors of library extension agencies
or public library consultants in an attempt to gain an
overview of book purchasing in the school and public
libraries of their respective states. In regard to books
purchased directly from publishers they reported:
It is quite clear from the figures supplied that
most libraries--whether state, public, or
school--order less than 26 percent of their books
'direct'. In fact, of those responding to the
question about direct purchase, more than onehalf buy no more than 10 percent of their books
from the publisher. The role of the wholesaler
or jobber thus takes on added importance for these
libraries. In view of the fact that so few of
the libraries polled place a significant number
of orders with publishers, it may be assumed that
the major portion of book purchasing is negotiated
through dealers or jobbers. The jobber--essentially
a wholesaler for the book industry--is perhaps the
prime source of publications for nonacademic
libraries. 10
10E. Hensel and P.D. Veillete, Purchasing Library
Materials in Public and School Libraries; A Study of
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From the evidence reported so far, librarians have
tended to use wholesalers more for book purchasing than
they have publishers and bookstores.

One reason for

librarians using wholesalers for the majority of their
book purchasing may be accounted for in their generally
favorable experiences with them.

In mid-August of 1958

Library Journal queried over 1000 public libraries on their
experiences with wholesalers.

Questionnaires were sent

to 564 libraries in 48 states whose book expense per
year was $10,000 or more.

Questionnaires were. sent to

500 libraries in Massachusetts and California whose book
expense was $1,000 to $9,999 per year.
usable replies were received.

A total of

162

The Library Journal survey

reported:
Among seven wholesalers (American News, Mcclurg,
Campbell and Hall, Baker and Taylor, New Method,
Huntting, Sather-Gate) mentioned as being used or
as having been used by more than ten institutions
had distinctly more favorable than unfavorable
opinions expressed regarding their service, but
all receive some criticism, varying from mild to
severe. In addition it may be said that the replies
from libraries spending less than $10,000 per year
for books, taken as a group, show a surprising
Purchasin Procedures and the Relationshi s Between
Libraries and Purchasing Agencies and Dealers Chicago:
ALA, 1969), p. 15.
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amount of satisfaction with the wholesaler ysed
and the usual complaints are at a minimum. 1
Even though the evidence has indicated that the
wholesaler was preferred over the publisher by librarians
for book purchasing, one study has reported the preference
for certain purchasing from the publisher.

A study by

Veenstra and Mai at Purdue University examined book
purchasing at their libraries for a one-year period.
They made a comparison of their American jobbers' and
publishers' discounts and delivery time for identical
book titles purchased.

The results of their study were

as follows:
Discounts when ordering from publishers were on
the average 5% higher than those offered by
jobbers and delivery time when ordering from
publishers was on the average 24 days f~ster than
the delivery time provided by jobbers.
Several studies have been conducted which have shown
preferences for purchasing books at local bookstores.
An experiment in book buying from bookstores was

11J.B. Kaiser, "Library Journal's Survey of Wholesale Book Purchasing," Library Journal, 84 (February 1,

1959), 365-366.

12John Veenstra and Lois Mai, "When Do You Use a
Jobber," College and Research Libraries, 23 (November,
1962), 523.
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conducted by Pickett of the San Francisco State College
Library..

His experiment was conducted as follows.

In

order to secure a large number of books expeditiously,
he decided to pay regular personal visits to a select
group of five local bookstores--one trade book and four
textbook--located less than an hour from the Berkeley
Campus of the University of California.

The five book-

stores selected were all within a two block area.
In brief, the result of the experiment was that
38% of the titles were immediately supplied.
The experiment was considered successful in that a
large quantify of books were received faster than
in the past. )
A similar experiment in purchasing from bookstores was reported by Keller of the University of
California at Berkeley.

The results of her several weeks'

trial of bookstores situated conveniently near the
University Library were as follows:
Each week a list of in-print British and American
titles wanted by the library was taken to each
of a group of five bookstores situated in a
relatively small area. Those not in stock at the
first book store were submitted to the second
store on the list, and so on. Since each title
had been previously assigned an order number, those
titles procurable in this manner could be billed

13A. S. Pickett, "An Experiment in Book Buying,"
Library Journal, 84 (February 1, 1959), 371-372.
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and sent immediately. 50 to 70 percent of
titles were thus obtained in the local area
and were received by the libra
in two to
five days after being ordered.

1~

Dudley conducted a study on the use of blanket
order plans in 1970.

He sent a questionnaire to the

heads of the acquisition departments of the 79 member
libraries of the Association of Research Libraries.
Replies were received from 52 libraries.

According to

his study:
Forty-four of the fifty-two responding libraries
indicated that they had blanket order or approval
plans that involved dealer selection. Of the
eight libraries which have no plans, one indicated
it was considering a blanket order arrangement.
of the forty-four libraries which indicated that
they had some sort of dealer selection program,
twenty-three indicated that they were planning to
increase these programs when they could. Thirteen
libraries indicated that they were planning to
maintain their blanket order programs at about
the same leve1.15
A study by Evans reported in the July 1970 issue
of Library Quarterl~ attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of approval plans as compared to faculty and
14Dorothy Keller, "How Fast the Book?" California
Librarian, 21 (January, 1960), 26.
l5Norman Dudley, "The Blanket Order," Librar¥
Trends, 18 (January, 1970), 318.
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library staff selection.
involved in his study.

Four academic institutions were
Each institution was of a

different character and student body make-up.
however, shared two characteristics.

They all,

All employed an

approval program and had records which allowed an examination of materials of a similar nature from previous
years but which were acquired in a different manner.
Thus at each institution at least two selection methods
had been used to select materials.
Evans hypothesized that books selected by librarians
would receive higher usage than those books selected by
faculty and that those books selected by faculty would
receive higher usage than those books selected by an
approval plan.
According to his findings:
The differences exist in the order predicted; that
is, librarians selected more titles that were used
than did faculty members or book jobbers, and
faculty members selected more titles that were used
than did book jobbers.16
While the foregoing study clearly indicated that
selection by approval plan was not as effective as

16Edward G. Evans, "Book Selection and Book

Collection Usage in Academic Libraries," Library
Quarterly, 40 (July, 1970), 307.
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librarian or faculty selection, evidence has been found
which has indicated the efficiency and effectiveness of
an approval plan method of selection.
A study by Axford to determine the efficiency and

effectiveness of a domestic blanket approval plan as
compared with traditional acquisition procedures based
upon a unit cost study was carried out at five state
university libraries in the state university system of
Florida.\JYAxford studied processing costs and the use of
staff time, specifically by each function in each technical service department, comparing the cost of books
acquired by approval plan with those acquired by other
means.

Axford concluded:

The evidence derived from the unit cost studies undertaken by the five libraries of the state university
system of Florida clearly support the contention that
a blanket approval plan is an efficient method of
acquiring current domestic scholarship. As the
data show, a well managed approval plan can save at
the minimum one full time position, with significantly
higher savings possi~ e depending upon variances in
internal procedures.

7

Morrison's article which appeared in the Library
Resources and Technical Services journal offered some
1 7william H. Axford, "The Economics of a Domestic
A ppr oval Plan, " College and Res ear ch Li bra ri es, 32
(September, 1971j, 371.
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·excellent observations on some of the trends book
selection has taken and some of the advantages and disadvantages of approval plans.
In acquisition departments in colleges and
universities, the trend is away from exclusive
dependence upon faculty-selection and title-bytitle ordering of books to (1) a situation delegating a much larger role in book selection to
librarians and (2) a growing reliance on blanket
approval orders for acquiring books.
The advantages of approval plans may be simply
stated: They are faster, books are shipped to the
library on or near the publication date. They
save money not only in terms of personnel engaged
in ordering books title-by-title but also, it is
claimed, in the selection process and in cataloging.
A few objections to heavy dependence upon approval
plans come readily to mind: In the first place, the
whole psychology of selection is changed and, in
many cases, uncritical collection of what the
dealer selects may be substituted for on-campus
selection in terms of the needs of faculty and
students. Furthermore, in most cases, the books
must be selected without the aid of reviews in
scholarly journals or reviewing media such as Choice
or Booklist. Another objection is that if faculty
members tend to withdraw from the selection procedure, a valuable communication link between
instructors and the library will be lost.
This writer feels that they are basically beneficial and here to stay if our acquisi!~on rates
continue to climb and our costs mount.,
The joint AAP/ALA study cited earlier in this
literature review attempted to ascertain those reviewing
18 Perry D. Morrison, "A Symposium on Approval
Order Plans and the Book Selection Responsibilities of
Librarians," Library Resources and Technical Services,
12 (Spring, 1968), 133ff.
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journals which were rated important in assisting librarians
with making their selection decisions.

According to

this study:
Library Journal and Choice were rated very important
by 138 or 65% of the respondents. Publisher's Weekly
was rated very important by 99 or 46.6% of the
respondents. New York Times and New York Times
Review of Books were rated very important by 98
or 4-6.2% of the respondents.19
A study by Chitwood used earlier in this literature

review reported some titles of reviewing media most often
cited for assisting with selection decisions in academic
libraries.

According to Chitwood:

In academic libraries all staff selectors make
the greatest use of current trade bibliographies
as their source of information about the availability of materials, Publisher's Weekly being the
universally mentioned title. In the children's
and young adult departments of public libraries
the reviewing media most frequently mentioned
are Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books,
Librar,Y Journal, and Hornbook.20
From the studies which have been presented in
this chapter, the following summary is offered:
1.

Although faculty recommendations and the

author's reputation were rated very important in
assisting librarians' book selection decisions, favorable
19 Paul and Newmeyer, .Ql2..!.. cit., p. 45.
20 chitwood, .Q.E• cit., pp. 14-15.
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book reviews influenced library selection more than
any other factor.
2.

Librarians rated publishers' and wholesalers'

catalogs and flyers to be only of average effectiveness
in bringing books to the attention of library selectors.

3.

A significant way to bring books to the

attention of library selectors was bibliographic listings
such as Books in Print and Cumulative Book Index.
4.

Although faculty requests or recommendations

play an important part in stimulating selection procedures,
it is a member of the professional staff who has the
final authority for selection decisions.

5.

Librarians most frequently used source for

purchasing books was a wholesaler; their second most
frequently used source was a publisher; their third most
frequently used source was a bookstore.

6.

Even though librarians showed a decided pre-

ference for and indicated general satisfaction with
purchasing books from wholesalers, some studies showed
where it was more expedient to purchase books from
publishers and bookstores.

7.

The studies showed that blanket order and

approval plans used by librarians had both advantages
and disadvantages.

In spite of the disadvantages, the
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research showed that those that have such plans intended
to maintain them.

In fact, the trend seemed to be a

growing reliance on blanket approval plans for acquiring
books.

8.

A significant number of academic and public

librarians rated Library Journal, Choice, Publisher's
Weekly, New York Times, and New York Review of Books very
important in assisting them with making book selection
decisions.

Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books,

Library Journal, and Hornbeck were cited as the most
frequently consulted reviewing media used by librarians
making selection decisions in the children's and young
adult departments of public libraries.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Selection of Participants for Sampling
This study was conducted entirely within the state
of Iowa among selected Iowa public school librarians.
Participants in the study were currently employed in
either an elementary, junior high, or senior high school
attendance center.

A total of 84 participants were

selected and were sent a book selection questionnaire
for completion during April, 1976.
Public school librarians selected for the sampling
were obtained from the membership of the Iowa Educational
Media Association as listed in its Directory, although
there was no official connection between the Iowa
Educational Media Association and this study.

The member-

ship directory was used as a finding source only for the
librarians' names, their position titles, their building
level assignments, and their school mailing addresses.
Beginning alphabetically in the membership directory,
a librarian's name was selected and his building level
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assignment was noted.

This procedure was continued until

a list of 28 elementary, 28 junior high, and 28 senior
high school librarians' names were obtained.

This list

was then reviewed to eliminate the possibility of selecting
two or more librarians employed in one large school district having multiple instructional media centers.

The

list was subsequently reviewed to assure that the sampling
consisted of seven elementary, seven junior high, and seven
senior high school librarians from one of four quadrants-NW, NE, SW, SE.

These quadrants were arbitrarily deter-

mined by dividing the state of Iowa into four sections,
using State Center, Iow~ as the axis.

The rationale for

selecting 21 librarians from each quadrant was to avoid
the possibility of clustering the sampling in a few
select areas in the state.
Care was exercised not to send questionnaires to
librarians who had both a junior high and senior high
school assignment or a middle school assignment.

Since

tabulation of data yielded was to be analyzed by three
levels--elementary, junior high, and senior high-questionnaires were sent to librarians with responsibility
to one level only.
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Thus, 84 librarians' names were selected and were
sent questionnaires.

From this total, 24 were received

from elementary school librarians, 26 from junior high
school librarians, and 25 from senior high school
librarians.

A total of

75 responded for an 89% return.

Description of the Data-Gathering Instrument
To determine those significant factors and practices
influencing book selection, to determine those sources
from which books were purchased, and to determine those
reviewing media sources used in book selection by
selected Iowa public school librarians, the writer designed
a two page questionnaire.*

The questionnaire was designed

to elicit data in the following key areas on book selection
in the following order:

(1) The factors influencing book

selection; (2) The effectiveness of catalogs and flyers
and bibliographic listings; (3) The personnel having
final authority for book selection decisions; (4) The
sources for purchasing books; (5) The participation
in blanket order and approval plans; and (6) The reviewing
media used for book selection.
~~see Appendix, beginning on page 69, for a copy
of the questionnaire.
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The decision to explore the foregoing six key areas
was based in part on and was suggested by the various
key areas explored in the joint AAP/ALA study 1 cited
earlier in the review of literature.

While the AAP/ALA

study suggested more areas than those included in the
questionnaire, those six selected were deemed sufficient
for the scope of this study and were deemed the most
relevant for this particular book selection study.
Eight questions were formulated to obtain specific
responses to the previously cited key areas in book
selection as follows:
Question number 1:

Consisted of a list of eleven

typical book selection factors that librarians might
use in making any given book selection decision.
Respondents were asked to rate each of the eleven factors
as very important, important, or unimportant.
Question number 2:

Requested that respondents state

that one selection factor out of a list of eleven given
in the previous question that was regarded as the most
important one.
Question number 3:

Asked respondents to determine

the effectiveness of (1) publishers' and wholesalers'
catalogs and flyers; and (2) bibliographic listings such
1Paul and Nemeyer, loc. cit., pp. 42ff.
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as Books in Print and Cumulative Book Index.

Respondents

were asked to rate these tools to call their attention
to new books as very effective, effective, or ineffective.
Question number 4:

Designed to determine who has

the final authority for determining book selection decisions
in their school.

Respondents were asked to give a yes or

no answer.
Question number 5:

Consisted of a list of sources

for purchasing books in the following order:
publishers, bookstores, and other.

wholesalers,

Respondents were

asked to indicate their percentage of purchasing from
each source.
Question number 6:

Asked respondents if they

participated in a publisher's blanket order plan.

If

respondents answered yes, they were to indicate percentage
of acquisitions coming from this source.
Question number 7:

Asked respondents if they

participated in a wholesaler's approval plan.

If

respondents answered yes, they were to indicate percentage
of acquisitions coming from this source.
Question number 8:

Asked respondents to indicate

by title three reviewing journals that they ranked high
in assisting them with book selection decisions.
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The foregoing eight questions were suggested by
and based on selected questions which appeared in the
Numerical Results from Three Surveys on Book Marketing
and Selection. 2 Selected questions were paraphrased and
incorporated in the questionnaire to elicit data in the
six key areas on book selection discussed earlier in
this section.
Procedure for Gathering the Data
During April, 1976 the questionnaire was mailed
under a separate cover letter* to 84 selected Iowa school
librarians.

A stamped, self-addressed envelope was in-

cluded in the mailing.

The questionnaire was coded in

the upper left hand corner to designate quadrant and
school building level.
Upon receipt of the completed questionnaire the
following tabulation procedures were undertaken:

(1)

Responses to questions 1, 2, 5, and 8 were tabulated by
2

American Library Association's Resources and
Technical Services Division, Resources Section and the
Association of American Publishers/RTSD Joint Committee,
Numerical Results from Three Surve son Book Marketin
and Selection: A Pub isher Library Forum Chicago: RTSD
Office, American Library Association, July 1, 1975), p.
19ff.
*See the Appendix beginning on page 69 for a copy
of the cover letter and questionnaire.
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by all three building levels, by the elementary level,
by the junior high level, and by the senior high level.
The responses were then recorded in tables; (2) Responses
to questions

J, 4, 6, and 7 were tabulated by all three

building levels, by the elementary level, by the junior
high level, and by the senior high level.
Responses to all eight questions were then tabulated
to show number and percent responding in the following
manner:
Question number 1:

The number of responses to

each of the ratings very important, important, and unimportant were divided by the total number that responded.
For determining the number and percentage responding for
all building levels the divisor was 75, for the elementary
level the divisor was 24, for the junior high level the
divisor was 26, and for the senior high level the divisor
was

25.
Question number 2:

The number of responses to each

factor rated most important were divided by the total
number that responded.

The number and percent responding

were determined by the division steps as outlined in
question number 1 and then the results were rank ordered.
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Question number 3:

The number of responses to

each of the ratings very effective, effective, and ineffective were divided by the total number that responded.
The number and percent responding were determined by the
division steps as outlined in question number 1.
Question number 4:

The number of yes or no responses

were divided by the total number that responded.

The

number and percent responding were determined by the
division steps as outlined in question number 1.
Question number 5:

The percentage of books obtained

from wholesalers, publishers, bookstores, and other sources
as indicated by each respondent was categorized by the
following distribution of spending:

none, 1-9%, 10-19%,

20-29%, 30-39%, 40-49%, 50-59%, 60-69%, 70-79%, 80-89%,
90% or more.

Within each of the percentage categories

were placed the number of respondents who indicated
that percentage of spending by wholesalers, publishers,
bookstores, and other sources.

The percent responding

was then determined by the division steps as outlined
in question number 1.
Questions number 6 and 7:

The number of yes or

no responses were divided by the total number that
responded.

The numberandpercent responding were determined
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by the division steps as outlined in question number 1.
The percentage of books obtained from a publisher's
blanket order plan and from a wholesaler's approval
plan was categorized by the distribution of spending
as reported in question number 5.

The remaining tabulation

was carried out identical to that outlined in question
number 5.
Question number 8:

The three titles of reviewing

journals submitted by each respondent were recorded in
a list and a tally kept by the frequency cited.

In all,

thirteen titles were cited with varying frequency.

To

determine the percentage of the frequency cited for all
building levels, the frequency was divided by 225--the
total number of times written titles were submitted.
To determine the percentage of frequency cited for the
elementary level, the divisor was 72, for the junior
high level the divisor was 78, and for the senior high
level the divisor was 75.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

According to the responses reported in Table I,
the majority of school librarians, over 64%, rated favorable
book reviews and faculty recommendations very important.
Also rated very important by 56% of the respondents was
the fact that the title would fill a gap in the collection.
Considered important by over 61% of the librarians were:
the title was an important new work in its field; the
title was on a recommended book list; and the title was
of high literary quality.
the author's reputation.
important by over

53%

Also considered important was
Selection factors rated un-

of those responding were:

the

publisher's reputation; the title was introduced in a
sales visit; the title was seen at a library conference
exhibit; and the title carried a bargain price.
The responses reported in Table II showed that the
majority of elementary, junior high, and senior high
librarians, over 56%, rated favorable book reviews and
faculty recommendations very important. The majority
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TABLE I
SELECTED IOWA LIBRARIANS' RATINGS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEVEN FACTORS INFLUENCING THEIR FINAL DECISIONS TO
PURCHASE BOOKS (All Building Levels)

Book Selection
Factors

Very
Important
No.

%

Important
No.

%

Unimportant
No.

%

Favorable Book Reviews

48

64

27

36

0

0

Faculty Recommendations

53

71

22

29

0

0

9 12

55

73

11

15

Author's Reputation
Title Would Fill Gap
in Your Collection

42

56

29

39

4

5

Title is an Important
New Work in its Field

16

22

46

61

13

17

Title is on a Recommended
Book List

23

31

46

61

,,.
0

8

Title is of High
Literary Quality

17

23

53

71

5

6

Publisher's Reputation

0

0

28

37

47

63

Title is Introduced
in a Sales Visit

1

1

13

17

61

82

Title is Seen at a
Library Conference
Exhibit

6

8

29

39

40

53

Title Carries a
Bargain Price

0

0

8 11

67

89
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SELECTED ELEMENTARY, JUNIOR HIGH, AND SENIOR
HIGH IOWA LIBRARIANS' RATINGS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEVEN FACTORS INFLUENCING THEIR FINAL DECISIONS
TO PURCHASE BOOKS

~'}: ,,.-'

j_,

Book Selection
Factors

Very
Important
No.

%

Important
No.

%

Unimportant
No,

%

Elementari ~24 ResEondents)
Favorable Book Reviews
Faculty Recommendations
Author's Reputation
Title Would Fill Gap in
Your Collection
Title is an Important
New Work in its Field
Title is on a Recommended
Book List
Title is of High
Literary Quality
Publisher's Reputation
Title is Introduced in
a Sales Visit
Title is Seen at a
Library Conference
Title Carries a Bargain
Price

9
9
19

38
38
80

0

3

62
62
12

9

38

13

6

25

6

15
15

0

0
0

2

8

54

2

8

13

54

5

21

25

16

67

2

8

6

25

0

0

17
11

71
46

1
13

4
54

0

0

4

17

20

83

3

12

9

38

12

50

0

0

2

8

22

92

19
18
5

73
69
20

7
8
18

27
31
69

0
0

3

0
0
11

13

50

11

42

2

8

3 11

18

69

5

20

27

18

69

1

4

Junior High ~26 ResEondents)
Favorable Book Reviews
Faculty Recommendations
Author's Reputation
Title Would Fill Gap in
Your Collection
Title is an Important
New York in its Field
Title is on a Recommended
Book List

7

.
,,
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TABLE II (Cont.)

Book Selection
Factors

Very
Important
No.

%

Important
No.

%

Unimportant
No.

%

Junior High (Cont.)
Title is of High
Literary Quality
Publisher's Reputation
Title is Introduced in a
Sales Visit
Title is Seen at a
Library Conference
Title Carries a Bargain
Price

7
0

27
0

18
11

69
42

1
15

4
58

1

4

5

20

20

76

2

8

10

39

14

53

0

0

3

11

23

89

14
20
4

56
80
1

11
5
18

44
20
72

0
0
6

0
0
24

20

80

5

20

0

0

7

28

15

60

3

12

10

40

12

48

3

12

4
0

16
0

18
6

72
24

3
19

12
76

0

0

4

16

21

84

1

4

10

40

14

56

0

0

3

12

22

88

Senior High ~25 Res12ondents~
Favorable Book Reviews
Faculty Recommendations
Author's Reputation
Title Would Fill a Gap
In Your Collection
Title is an Important
New Work in its Field
Title is on a Recommended
Book List
Title OS of High
Literary Quality
Publisher's Reputation
Title is Introduced in
a Sales Visit
Title is Seen at a
Library Conference
Title Carries a Bargain
Price
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responding from each level, over 69%, reported that the
author's reputation was important.

Variation in the way

the different levels rated the importance of the title
filling a gap in the collection was observable.

A

slight majority (54%) of elementary librarians rated this
factor important while a near majority (50%) of junior
high librarians rated this factor very important. An
overwhelming majority (80%) of senior high librarians
rated this factor very important.
Considered important by all levels were:

the

title was on a recommended book list; the title was an
important new rok in its field; and the title was of
high literary quality.
A slight majority of elementary (54%) and junior
high (58%) respondents rated the publisher's reputation
unimportant while a slightly higher majority of senior
high (76%) respondents rated this factor unimportant.
A slight majority of all respondents rated the title
having been seen at a library conference exhibit unimportant.

A total of 76% to 92% of the respondents rated

sales visits and bargain prices unimportant.
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The responses reported in Table II tended to substantiate hypothesis number 1 stated on page 4.

With

the exception of the senior high librarians, over 60%
of all the elementary and junior high librarians rated
favorable book reviews and faculty recommendations very
important.

Fifty-six percent of the senior high librarians

rated favorable book reviews very important and 80% of
them rated faculty recommendations very important.

As

was reported in Table I, 64% of all the responding building
levels rated favorable book reviews and faculty recommendations very important.
The rank order rating reported in Table III clearly
indicated that school librarians by all building levels
felt that favorable book reviews was the most important
selection factor.

Faculty recommendations and the fact

that the title would fill a gap in the collection were
rank ordered second and third, respectively.
Selection factors rated relatively low were:

the

title was on a recommended book list; the title was an
important new work in its field, the title was of high
literary quality; and the title was seen at a library
conference exhibit.
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TABLE III
SELECTED IOWA LIBRARIANS REPORTING OF WHICH ONE FACTOR
OUT OF ELEVEN FACTORS WAS THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE IN
INFLUENCING THEIR FINAL DECISIONS TO PURCHASE BOOKS
(All Building Levels)

Rank Order
Listing By
Number and
Percent
Book Selection Factors

No.

Favorable Book Reviews

38

51

Faculty Recommendations

16

22

Title Would Fill Gap in Your Collection

12

16

Title is on a Recommended Book List

6

8

Title is an Important New Work in its Field

1

1

Title is of High Literary Quality

1

1

Title is Seen at a Library Conference
Exhibit

1

1

Author's Reputation

0

0

Publisher's Reputation

0

0

Title is Introduced in a Sales Visit

O

0

Title Carries a Bargain Price

O

0

75

100

Total

%
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Selection factors which were not even considered
were:

the author's reputation; the publisher's reputation;

the title was introduced in a sales visit; and the title
carried a bargain price.
The rank order rating reported in Table IV clearly
indicated that elementary, junior high, and senior high
librarians felt that favorable book reviews was the
most important selection factor.

Faculty recommendations

were rank ordered second by elementary and junior high
librarians while senior high librarians rated this
selection factor t~1ird.

The fact that the title would

fill a gap in the collection was rated third by elementary
and junior high respondents while senior high respondents rated this factor second.

There was, therefore,

agreement on the three factors which were most influential.
Each one of the various building levels rated the
fact that the title was on a recommended book list fourth.
The fact that the title was seen at a library conference
exhibit was rank ordered fifth by elementary respondents
but was not even considered by junior high and senior
high respondents.

Junior high respondents rank ordered

the fact that the title was an important new work in its
field and the fact that the title was of high literary
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF SELECTED ELEMENTARY, JUNIOR HIGH, AND SENIOR
HIGH LIBRARIANS REPORTING OF WHICH ONE FACTOR OUT OF
ELEVEN FACTORS WAS THE,MOST IMPORTANT ONE IN
INFLUENCING THEIR FINAL DECISIONS TO
PURCHASE BOOKS

Rank
Order
Book Selection Factors

No .

%

Elementary (24 Respondents)
Favorable Book Reviews
Faculty Recommendations
Title Would Fill Gap in Your Collection
Title is on a Recommended Book List
Title is Seen at a Library Conference
Exhibit
Author's Reputation
Title is an Important New Work in Its Field
Title is of High Literary Quality
Publisher's Reputation
Title is Introduced in a Sales Visit
Title Carries a Bargain Price

14
6

59

25

1

8
4

1

4

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2

Junior High (26 Respondents)
Favorable Book Reviews
Faculty Recommendations
Title Would Fill Gap in Your Collection
Title is on a Recommended Book List
Title is an Important New Work in its Field
Title is of High Literary Quality
Author's Reputation
Publisher's Reputation
Title is Introduced in a Sales Visit
Title is Seen at a Library Conference
Exhibit
Title Carries a Bargain Price

14

5

53

1
1

20
11
8
4
4

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

J

2
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TABLE IV (Cont. )

Rank
Order
Book Selection Factors
Senior High

(25

No.

%

Respondents)

Favorable Book Reviews
Title Would Fill Gap in Your Collection
Faculty Recommendations
Title is on a Recommended Book List
Author's Reputation
Title is an Important New Work in its Field
Title is of High Literary Quality
Publisher's Reputation
Title is Introduced in a Sales Visit
Title is seen at a Library Conference
Exhibit
Title Carries a Bargain Price

10

40
28

7
5
3

12

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

20
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quality fifth and sixth, respectively.

The foregoing two

selection factors were not even considered by elementary
and senior high respondents.
Selection factors which were not even considered
were:

the author's reputation, the publisher's reputation;

the title was introduced in a sales visit; and the title
carried a bargain price.
The responses reported in Table IV tended to substantiate hypothesis number 2 stated on page 4.

Over

50% of all the elementary and junior high librarians
rated favorable book reviews as the most important book
selection factor.

While

40% of the senior high librarians

rated this factor as the most important one, it was,
nevertheless, rank ordered first among the list of eleven
selection factors.

As was reported in Table III,

51% of

all the responding building levels rated favorable
book reviews as the most important selection factor.
According to the questionnaire, respondents by all
building levels rated publishers' and wholesalers' catalogs
and flyers effective in calling their attention to new
books.

Respondents by all building levels rated biblio-

graphic listings such as Books in Print and Cumulative
Book Index ineffective in calling their attention to new
books.
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The responses reported by elementary, junior high,
and senior respondents regarding the effectiveness of
catalogs and flyers and bibliographic listings did not
vary significantly from those ratings reported by all
building levels.
According to the questionnaire, 96% of all the
school librarians surveyed indicated that they had the
final authority for making book selection decisions.

All

of the school librarians who reported on the junior high
and senior high levels indicated that they had the final
authority for selection decisions.

Three elementary

librarians reported that they did not have this authority.
According to the data reported in Table V, school
librarians by all building levels placed more book orders
with wholesalers than with any of the other sources.
Sixty respondents, representing 81% of those who responded
to the questionnaire·, placed over 70% of their book orders
with wholesalers.
An interesting finding was that over half of the
respondents purchased over 90% of their books from
wholesalers.
Well over half of the respondents purchased less
than 19% of their books from publjshers.

Ninety percent

TABLE V
SELECTED IOWA LIBRARIANS REPORTING OF THEIR SELECTION SOURCES FOR PURCHASING BOOK
TITLES AND PERCENT OF PURCHASING FROM WHOLESALERS, PUBLISHERS, BOOKSTORES,
AND OTHER SOURCES (All Building Levels)

Selection
Sources

None
No.

10-19%

1-9%
%

No.

%

No.

%

20-29%
No.

%

J0-39%
No.

%

Wholesalers

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

Publishers

8

11

28

37

21

28

6

8

4

5

Bookstores

34

45

34

45

7

10

0

0

0

0

Other
Sources

51

68

19

26

1

1

3

4

0

0

+="

VI.

(,,

TABLE V (Cont.)

40-49%
Selection
Sources

50-59%

60-69%

70-79fo

80-89%

Over 90%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Wholesalers

1

1

4

5

7

10

9

12

10

14

41

55

Publishers

2

3

2

3

2

J

1

1

1

1

0

0

Bookstores

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other
Sources

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+:-

°"
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of those who responded purchased less than 9% of their
books from bookstores.
Tables V through VIII reported the number of
respondents and percent of respondents who purchased books
from one of four sources in terms of deciles.

This

particular method of reporting book purchasing from a
specific source revealed those high and low amounts of
spending clustered on either end of the percentage scale.
According to the data reported in Table VI,
elementary librarians placed more orders with wholesalers than with any of the other sources.
respondents, representing

Nineteen

79% of those elementary librarians

who responded to the questionnaire, placed over 70% of
their orders with wholesalers.
It was interesting to note that over half of the
elementary respondents purchased over 90% of their books
from wholesalers.
It was discovered that well over half of the
respondents purchased less than 19% of their books from
publishers.

Eighty-three percent of those who responded

purchased less than 9% of their books from bookstores.

TABLE VI
SELECTED IOWA LIBRARIANS REPORTING OF THEIR SELECTION SOURCES FOR PURCHASING BOOK
TITLES AND PERCENT OF PURCHASING FROM WHOLESALERS, PUBLISHERS, BOOKSTORES, AND
OTHER SOURCES (ELEMENTARY LIBRARIANS)

None
Selection
Sources

10-19%

1-9%

20-29%

30-39%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

Wholesalers

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

Publishers

4

18

6

25

8

33

2

8

1

4

Bookstores

lJ

54

7

29

4

17

0

0

0

0

Other
Sources

21

88

J

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

%

+=""

co

TABLE VI (Cont.)

40-4Cjfo
Selection
Sources

50-59%

60-69%

70-?CJ'/o

80-89%

Over 90%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

Wholesalers

0

0

1

4

3

13

3

13

3

13

13

53

Publishers

1

4

1

4

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

Bookstores

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other
Sources

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

%

No.

%

+::"

'°
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According to the data reported in Table VII,
junior high librarians placed more orders with wholesalers than with any of the other sources.

Twenty-two

respondents, representing 84% of those junior high
librarians who responded to the questionnaire, placed
over 70% of their orders with wholesalers.
It was interesting to note that over half of the
junior high respondents purchased over

90% of their books

from wholesalers.
Well over half of the junior high librarians reported
that they purchased less than 19% of their books from
publishers.

Ninety-six percent of those who responded

purchased less than 9% of their books from bookstores.
According to the data reported in Table VIII,
senior high librarians placed more orders with wholesalers than with any of the other sources.

Nineteen

respondents, representing 76% of those senior high
librarians who responded to the questionnaire, placed
over 70% of their orders with wholesalers.

An interesting finding was the fact that among senior
high respondents, over half of them purchased over 90%
of their books from wholesalers.

Half of the respondents

reported that they purchased less than 19% of their

TABLE VII
SELECTED IOWA LIBRARIANS REPORTING OF THEIR SELECTION SOURCES FOR PURCHASING BOOK
TITLES AND PERCENT OF PURCHASING FROM WHOLESALERS, PUBLISHERS, BOOKSTORES, AND
OTHER SOURCES (JUNIOR HIGH LIBRARIANS)

Selection
Sources

None

10-19%

1-9%

20-29%

J0-39%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Wholesale rs

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

Publishers

2

8

10

38

9

34

1

4

2

8

Bookstores

13

50

12

46

1

4

0

0

0

0

Other
Sources

16

62

9

34

0

0

1

4

0

0

·;.,,,

\..n

I--'

TABLE VII (Cont.)

Selection
Sources

40-49%

50-59%

60-69%

70-79%

80-89°/o

Over 90%

No.

%

No,

%

No.

%

No.

Wholesalers

0

0

1

4

2

8

3

11

4

15

15
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Publishers

1

4

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

Bookstores

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other
Sources

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

%

No.

%

No.

%

VI.

N
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books from publishers.

Ninety-two percent of those who

responded purchased less than

9% of their books from

bookstores.
The responses reported in Tables V through VIII
tended to substantiate hypothesis number 3 stated on
page 5.

The data reported in Table Von page 45 showed

that 91% of those respondents by all building levels
purchased over 70% of their books through wholesalers.
Elementary librarians reporting their sources for book
purchasing in Table VI on page 48 indicated that 79% of
them purchased over 70% of their books from wholesalers.
Junior high librarians reporting their sources for book
purchasing in Table VII on page 51 indicated that 84% of
them purchased over 70% of their books from wholesalers.
Senior high librarians reporting their sources for book
purchasing in Table VIII on page 54 indicated that 76% of
them purchased over 70% of their books from wholesalers.
According to the questionnaire, respondents from
all building levels reported that six of them, or 8%,
participated in a publisher's blanket order plan.

Of

those four respondents who participated in this type of
plan, this particular source accounted for less than 9%

TABLE VIII
SELECTED IOWA LIBRARIANS REPORTING OF THEIR SELECTION SOURCES FOR PURCHASING BOOK
TITLES AND PERCENT OF PURCHASING FROM WHOLESALERS, PUBLISHERS, BOOKSTORES, AND
OTHER SOURCES (SENIOR HIGH LIBRARIANS)

None
Selection
Sources

10-19%

1-9%

20-29%

J0-39%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Wholesalers

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

Publishers

2

8

12

48

4

16

3

12

1

4

Bookstores

8

32

15

60

2

8

0

0

0

0

14

56

7

28

1

4

2

8

0

0

Other
Sources

V\

+:""

TABLE VIII (Cont.)

40-49%

50-59%

60-69°/o

70-79%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

Wholesalers

1

4

2

8

2

8

3

12

3

12

13

52

Publishers

0

0

1

4

2

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bookstores

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other
Sources

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Selection
Sources

%

80-89°/o

Over 90%

No.

No.

%

%

\J'\
\J'\
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of their book acquisitions.

The other two respondents

reported that less than 29% of their book acquisitions
came from this source.
According to the questionnaire, respondents from all
building levels reported that four of them, or
cipated in a wholesaler's approval plan.

5% parti-

Of those three

respondents who participated in this type of plan, this
particular source accounted for less than 19% of their
book acquisitions.

The other respondent reported that

this plan accounted for approximately

50% of his book

acquisitions.
Elementary school librarians reported that they
did not participate in a publisher's blanket order plan.
Among junior high librarians, four reported that they
participated in this type of plan.
less than

9%

Three reported that

of their book acquisitions came from this

source and the other respondent indicated that this source
accounted for less than 19% of his book acquisitions.
Two respondents on the senior high level reported that
they participated in this type of plan.

For one respon-

dent less than 9% of his book acquisitions came from
this source and for the other one, less than 29%.
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Only one elementary librarian reported participation
in a wholesaler's approval plan.

This respondent indicated

that this source provided him with approximately 50%
of his book acquisitions.

Two respondents on the junior

high level reported participation in this type of plan.
One indicated that this source provided him with less than
(Jfo of his book acquisitions while the other one reported

that this source provided him with less than 29% of his
book acquisitions.

Only one respondent on the senior

high level indicated participation in this type of plan
with less than 19% of his book acquisitions coming from
this source.
The rank order rating reported in Table IX indicated
that school librarians by all building levels felt that
Library Journal assisted them most frequently in making
book selection decisions.

Booklist was ranked second and

according to the frequency with which it was cited, this
journal was used almost as often as was Library Journal.
School librarians rated Wilson Library Bulletin third in
their order of preference and they rated Bulletin of the
Center for Children's Books fourth.

The frequency with

which Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books was
cited was only 1% less than the frequency cited for Wilson
Library Bulletin.
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TABLE IX
TOTAL CITATIONS OF THREE MOST COMMONLY USED REVIEWING
JOURNALS REPORTED BY SELECTED IOWA LIBRARIANS
(ALL BUILDING LEVELS)

Rank Order
Listing By
Number and
Percent
Reviewing Journals

No.

Library Journal

73

32

Booklist

68

30

Wilson Library Bulletin

24

11

Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books

23

10

Hornbeck

16

7

New York Times Book Review

11

5

English Journal

2

1

AAAS Science Books

2

1

Learning

2

1

Journal of Reading

1

.05

Clearing House

1

.05

Top of the News

1

.05

Publisher's Weekly

1

.05

%
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Hornbook was rated fifth in frequency of usage
followed by New York Times Book Review which was rated
sixth in frequency of usage.
Other reviewing journals cited but used with
considerably less frequency than those titles already
mentioned were:

English Journal, ranked seventh; AAAS

Science Books, ranked eighth; Learning, ranked ninth;
Journal of Reading. ranked tenth; Clearing House, ranked
eleventh; Top of the News, ranked twelfth; and Publisher's
Weekly. ranked thirteenth.
According to the responses reported in Table X
elementary school respondents and senior high respondents
ranked Library Journal highest as the reviewing journal
most frequently used in assisting them with book selection
decisions.

Junior high respondents ranked Booklist highest

as the reviewing journal most frequently used in assisting
them with book selection decisions.

Booklist was ranked

second in order of preference by elementary and senior
high respondents.

Library Journal was ranked second in

order of preference by junior high respondents.

Hornbook

was rated third in frequency of usage by elementary
respondents and fifth in frequency of usage by junior
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TABLE X
COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL CITATIONS OF THREE MOST
COMMONLY USED REVIEWING JOURNALS REPORTED BY
SELECTED ELEMENTARY, JUNIOR HIGH, AND
SENIOR HIGH IOWA LIBRARIANS

Rank
Order
Reviewing Journals

No.

%

Elementary (24 Respondents)
Library Journal
Booklist
Hornbook
Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books
Wilson Library Bulletin
Learning
New York Times Book Review
English Journal
AAAS Science Books
Journal of Reading
Clearing House
Top of the News
Publisher's Weekly

24
19
13

33
26

11

15

2
2

3
3

19

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

27
24

31

11
10

14
13

Junior High (26 Respondents)
Booklist
Library Journal
Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books
Wilson Library Bulletin
Hornbook
AAAS Science Books
English Journal
New York Times Book Review
Learning
Journal of Reading

34

1

4
J
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

3

2
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TABLE X (Cont.)

Rank
Order
Reviewing Journals

No.

Junior High (Cont.)
Clearing House
Top of the News
Publisher's Weekly

0
0
0

0
0
0

25
22
12
10

34
30
16
14

1

1
1

Senior High (25 Respondents)
Library Journal
Booklist
Wilson Library Bulletin
New York Times Book Review
English Journal
Journal of Reading
Clearing House
Top of the News
Publisher's Weekly
Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books
Hornback
AAAS Science Books
Learning

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

0
0

0

1

0

0
0
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high and senior high respondents.

Senior high respondents

did not even consider Hornbook.
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books was
rated fourth in frequency of usage by elementary respondents and third in frequency of usage by junior high
respondents.

Senior high respondents rated Bulletin of

the Center for Children's Books tenth in frequency of usage.
Wilson Library Bulletin was rated fifth in frequency of
usage by elementary librarians while junior high librarians
rated this journal fourth in frequency of usage.

Senior

high librarians rated Wilson Library Bulletin third in
frequency of usage.
New York Times Book Review was rated fourth in order
of preference by senior high librarians but was rated
seventh in order of preference by elementary librarians.
Junior high librarians did not even consider the~
York Times Book Review.

The only other reviewing journal

cited by elementary librarians was Learning which they
rated sixth in order of preference.
Other reviewing journals cited but used with
considerably less frequency by junior high librarians
were: AAAS Science Books, ranked sixth: and English
Journal, ranked seventh.
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Other reviewing journals cited but used with considerably less frequency by senior high librarians were:
English Journal, ranked fifth; Journal of Reading, ranked
sixth; Clearing House, ranked seventh; Top of the News,
ranked eighth; and Publisher's Weekly, ranked ninth.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY

The data collected from the two page questionnaire
received from 75 selected Iowa public school librarians
revealed the following:
1.

Book selection factors rated very important

by public school librarians from all building levels
were favorable book reviews and faculty recommendations.
Respondents on the elementary, junior high, and senior
high levels consistently rated these same book selection
factors very important which tended to substantiate
hypothesis number 1 stated on page 4.
2.

The book selection factor rated the most important

by public school librarians from all building levels in
influencing their selection decisions was favorable book
reviews.

Respondents on the elementary, junior high and

senior high levels unanimously selected this factor as
the most important one which tended to substantiate
hypothesis number 2 stated on page 4.
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3.

Responding school librarians rated publishers'

and wholesalers' catalogs and flyers effective in calling
their attention to new books, but they rated bibliographic
listings such as Books in Print and Cumulative Book
Index ineffective in calling their attention to new books.
4.

With the exception of a few elementary school

librarians, 96% of all librarians surveyed indicated that
they had the final authority for book selection decisions.

5.

Public school librarians surveyed by all

building levels reported that more than 70% of their book
purchases were placed with wholesalers.

In fact, half

of the school librarians surveyed reported that 90% or
more of their book acquisitions came from this source.
Individual responses from elementary, junior high, and
senior high respondents confirmed this general spending
trend with wholesalers which tended to substantiate
hypothesis number 3 stated on page 5.

6.

Only

8% of the respondents indicated participation

in a publisher's blanket order plan.

Of those participating

in this type of plan, less than 29% of their book acquisitions were obtained from this source.

Only

5% of the

respondents indicated participation in a wholesaler's
approval plan.

Of those participating in this plan,

with the exception of one of the respondents, less than
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19% of their book acquisitions were obtained from this
source.

7.

Reviewing journals ranked high by public

school librarians from all building levels in terms of
frequency of usage were Library Journal and Booklist.
Library Journal and Booklist were also ranked highest
in terms of frequency of usage by elementary, junior
high, and senior high librarians and by each level had
approximately the same frequency of usage.

However, the

various other reviewing journals rank ordered lower had
varying frequency of usage by title and level.
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April 2, 1976
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Name
Position
Box number, street or avenue
City, State, Zip code
Dear Colleague:
I am sending you and other selected librarians throughout
the state of Iowa a two-page questionnaire. The purpose
of this questionnaire is to ascertain those significant
factors and practices which influence book selection.
Your responses to the questionnaire will be used in a
research paper that I am writing in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for my M.A. degree in library science
at the University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Your responses will be kept in confidence.
For your convenience a stamped, self-addressed envelope
has been included. I hope to have all questionnaires
returned by May 8 and hope thatyourbusy schedule will
permit you to complete and return your questionnaire to
me by this time.
For your participation in this study, I would be happy
to send you a summary of the results. Please indicate
if you do or do not wish a summary at the end of your
questionnaire. Your return envelope will furnish me
with your mailing address.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Yours truly,

Dale Birch
Media Specialist
Roosevelt Junior High School
300 13th Street NW
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52405
Enclosure
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Questionnaire on Factors and Practices Which Influence
School Librarians' Book Selection Decisions
1.

Among the factors which influence your final decision
to buy books, which would you rate as very important,
important, or unimportant.
1) FAVORABLE BOOK REVIEWS
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

2) FACULTY RECOMMENDATIONS
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

( ) important

( ) unimportant

3) AUTHOR'S REPUTATION
( ) very important

4) TITLE WOULD FILL A GAP IN YOUR COLLECTION
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

5) TITLE IS AN IMPORTANT NEW WORK IN ITS FIELD
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

6) TITLE IS ON A RECOMMENDED BOOK LIST
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

7) TITLE IS OF HIGH LITERARY QUALITY
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

8) PUBLISHER'S REPUTATION
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

9) TITLE IS INTRODUCED IN A SALES VISIT

( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant
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10) TITLE IS SEEN AT A LIBRARY CONFERENCE EXHIBIT
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

11) TITLE CARRIES A BARGAIN PRICE
( ) very important

( ) important

( ) unimportant

2.

Out of all the eleven factors in the list above,
indicate by the corresponding number the one which
is the most important in influencing your final
decision to buy books. Number ( )

J.

How would you rate the effectiveness of the following
methods to call your attention to new books?

1) PUBLISHERS' AND WHOLESALERS' CATALOGS AND FLYERS
( ) very effective

( ) effective

( ) ineffective

2) BIBLIOGRAPHIC LISTINGS SUCH AS BOOKS IN PRINT

AND CUMULATIVE BOOK INDEX
( ) very effective

4.

( ) ineffective

Although faculty recommendations or requests play a
part in stimulating selection procedures, do you
have the final authority for book selection decisions?
( ) yes

5.

( ) effective

( ) no

What percent of your book titles come from the following
sources?
1) WHOLESALERS
2)

PUBLISHERS

3) BOOKSTORES
4) OTHER
TOTAL

%
%
%
%
100%
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6.

Do you participate in a PUBLISHER!S BLANKET ORDER
PLAN?
( ) yes

( ) no

If your answer is yes, what percent of your book
acquisitions come from this buying plan? ___%

7.

Do you participate in a WHOLESALER'S APPROVAL PLAN?
( ) yes

( ) no

If your answer is yes, what percent of your book
acquisitions come from this buying plan? --~%

8.

List the titles of three reviewing journals that
you rank high in assisting your book selection
decisions.

WOULD YOU LIKE A SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY?
( ) Yes

( ) No

